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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE
Located on the southern shore of the Monongahela River, Pittsburgh’s South Side is comprised of two communities - the South Side Flats and the South Side 
Slopes.  The Slopes neighborhood is steeped in the history of Pittsburgh’s steel industry.  Houses, built for the immigrants who arrived to work in the mills in the 
early 1900’s, cling to the steep hillsides. Built close together, they are often only one room wide and cascade down the slopes for three or four stories.  Streets are 
narrow, winding, and connected by 68 sets of public stairs. When the mills thrived, so did the neighborhood, but the closing of the LTV steel mill led to neighbor-
hood decline in both the Flats and the Slopes.  Due to the efforts of the South Side Local Development Company (SSLDC), a rebirth has occurred in the Flats and is 
now progressing into the Slopes.  With the clearing of the smoke from the mills, the Slopes now offer spectacular views of Pittsburgh’s skyline.  A new generation of 
residents is moving in, renovating the old mill houses, and creating a neighborhood that the New York Times declared was “on the verge of trendy.”  They live side 
by side with families who have resided in the slopes for up to four generations, and have shown a remarkable respect for the neighborhood’s design and history.  

South 18th Street is a primary gateway to the South Side Slopes and is also the primary connector from the Flats to the Slopes neighborhoods.  As such, it is 
important that it provide a positive impression to all traveling the corridor.  Sponsored by the SSLDC, the 18th Street Gateway Study was commissioned to produce 
design concepts that incorporate findings from a community design process into an overall design vision for the corridor.  Klavon Design Associates, Inc. (KDA), a 
local Landscape Architecture firm, was hired in January of 2008 to facilitate this process.  This book is the culmination of the efforts of all parties involved.

PROJECT FUNDING
In an effort to combat the disinvestment occurring in many Pennsylvania communities post-WWII, the Elm Street Act was signed into law by Governor Ed Rendell in 
February 2004.  Funded by the State Department of Community and Economic Development, the Elm Street program is designed to strengthen historic neighbor-
hoods that have been in decline around the state. Through this program, money was made available to help improve the condition of these struggling communities 
through a strategic planning process.  In 2005, a portion of the South Side Slopes neighborhood in the City of Pittsburgh was designated as an Elm Street district.  
The South Side Slopes Elm Street district is managed by the SSLDC in cooperation with an Elm Street Committee made up of residents of the South Side Slopes.  

PROCESS
Public participation is a key component and an integral part of the master planning process.  As part of the design process, several meetings were held with those 
who are the most knowledgeable about the site - the residents - in order for the design team to gather information, as well as to allow the residents to respond to 
and influence the designs.

The first meetings with the Steering Committee and the Community were designed to be a sharing of information about the existing conditions of the site, as well as 
to establish the focus areas for the project.  KDA presented their own understanding of the site issues and opportunities in a series of photographs and site analysis 
drawings.  These images, along with input and further suggestions from the community allowed the group to focus on the community’s “needs and wants” for the 
project.  These desires were then prioritized, allowing five focus areas to filter out of the process.

KDA came back to the group for the second series of meetings with a summary of the input from the first meetings, and to present further analysis (historic and 
site).  Preliminary design concepts for the five sites as well as the entire corridor were also shown at this time, and residents were encouraged to respond and pro-
vide input for the final completion of the developed designs. 

The final site designs (revised based on the comments previously received) were presented to, and approved by the community during a final series of meetings in 
July 2008.    
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Pittsburgh is located in Southwestern Pennsylvania 
at the confluence of the Allegheny, Monongahela and 
Ohio Rivers.  The project site is located on the south-
ern side of the Monongahela River within 20 minutes of 
Routes 76, 376 and I-79.

Regional Context
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Neighborhood Context
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The 18th Street corridor is one of the major corridors 
connecting the South Side Slopes and the South Side 
Flats.  Bordered on the east by South Side Park and 
on the west by residential neighborhoods, 18th Street 
has potential to become a major community asset 
facilitating the use of the park and welcomes the rest of 
the city to the Slopes neighborhoods.
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Contract Limits

The project area extends from the railroad trestle at the 
bottom of the hill on the northern edge of 18th Street 
to the painted mural at the bend by St. Michael’s 
Cemetery at the southern edge.  

St. Michael’s Cemetery
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Introduction

The existing conditions map is created through data 
collection and site observation.  Understanding the 
existing conditions is the basis for beginning the design 
process.  This involves identifying issues, presenting  
questions, and formulating responses through obser-
vation and collaboration.

The elements analyzed for this project are all consid-
ered essential to the way this corridor can and should 
be used:

Views
Wooded Areas
Steep Slopes
Billboards
Walls
Fences
Streetscape

The following elements were analyzed but not mapped:
Sidewalks
Maintenance
Obstructions
Abandonment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

GUARDRAIL

VIEWS

BRIDGE IRON WORK

PRIVATE FENCING

WOODEN LATTICE

CHAIN LINK

WOOD STOCKADE

PARK/PUBLIC FENCING 1

PARK/PUBLIC FENCING 2

WALL

STEEP SLOPES

BILLBOARD
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Views

Gazing over the flats and across the river towards 
downtown, the views from the 18th street corridor cap-
ture an image of Pittsburgh that is equally breathtaking 
as the internationally acclaimed Mount Washington 
overlooks.  

View towards downtown from 18th Street
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Wooded Areas

There are several wooded hillsides along the 18th 
Street corridor.  While some are incorporated within the 
boundary of South Side Park, others are simply spaces 
unsuitable for building that have become “urban for-
ests”.

View into South Side Park
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Steep Slopes

The slopes neighborhood is quite typical of the city.  
This neighborhood was built on seemingly impossible 
slopes continuing along and beyond the 18th Street 
corridor.  

Steep slopes adjacent to 18th Street is typical of the corridor conditions
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Billboards

The many billboards along 18th street are major 
detractors from the neighborhood aesthetic.  Their 
strategic placement causes them to obstruct nearly 
every view of downtown as well as create significant 
“eye clutter”.  

Billboard marring pristine views to downtown
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Walls

To compensate for the topographical challenges, the 
neighborhood utilizes extremely high retaining walls. 
However, the sheer mass and scale of these walls are 
dwarfing to pedestrians and creates an unsightly visual 
characteristic.

Walls approximately ten feet high are common on the corridor
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Fences

Not including fencing associated with private homes, 
the 18th Street Corridor utilizes eight different types of 
fencing creating visual clutter along the corridor.  Oc-
casionally the fencing types have been doubled, as 
several of the older fencing types are no longer ADA 
compliant or in adequate condition to provide the 
intended security.

Layered fencing creates visual clutter
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Streetscape

Of the minimal public streetscape amenities along 18th 
Street, only two areas include street trees.  Because 
the space is too narrow to accommodate street trees, 
neglected trees only appear in cramped planting pits 
along two sections of the street.  The trees are in ter-
rible shape, as the planting pits are too small in an 
effort to maintain adequate sidewalk widths. 

Some of the few existing street trees
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Sidewalks

The few sidewalks that flank the 18th Street corridor 
are generally in terrible shape.  They are not maintained 
well, are covered with detritus from water runoff, and 
are extremely narrow creating hazardous conditions for 
pedestrians.

Sidewalk conditions are poor Detritus washes over the sidewalks
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Maintenance

It is obvious that public maintenance along the cor-
ridor has been lacking for a significant amount of time.  
The poor condition of the sidewalks, signage, lighting, 
public fencing, and the lack of open space manage-
ment leads to an extremely unkempt appearance that 
is overwhelming to residents who call this street home.

Poor maintenance leads to unsafe conditions Lack of maintenance results in overgrown edges of the park
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 Obstructions

Not only are the sidewalks difficult to traverse given 
their deteriorated condition, but obstructions along 
the way make it virtually impossible for pedestrians to 
safely walk the length of the corridor.  For instance, 
parked cars blocking the sidewalk at a local repair 
shop force pedestrians into the busy road.  Further-
more, sidewalks often end mid-block without warning 
forcing pedestrians to cross at the most dangerous 
locations.

Cars parked on the sidewalk at Ultimate Body Shop Where the sidewalk ends
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Abandonment

While most of the houses along the 18th Street corri-
dor are either occupied or in the process of being reno-
vated, a few buildings are obviously abandoned.  Their 
current burned out, graffiti covered, and overgrown 
state contributes to the street’s sense of neglect.  
These should be evaluated for structural integrity and 
then either made more marketable, or torn down.  

Burned out, graffiti covered, and abandoned building A tree grows out of this shed’s roof
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HISTORY

one 1872

two 1886

three 1916
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18th Street - 1872

A  The current location of 18th Street consists of two 
separate roads:  Brownsville and Plank.

B Quarry Street runs through the current location of  
South Side Park.

C A stream runs from the current location of the 
mural wall through the site of what is now South 
Side Park.

D South Side Park was used for coal mining and 
included an incline and coke ovens.

A

B

C

D
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18th Street - 1886

A Eighteenth Street (as it was then known) exists up 
to Plank Road.

A
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18th Street - 1916

A Plank Road no longer exists.

B The coal processing company has turned into a 
Brick Yard.  The incline and coke ovens are gone.

C Significant residential development exists on the 
hillside below 18th Street (what is now South Side 
Park) – more so than on the uphill side

D St. Michael’s Cemetery has taken up the entirety 
of its current site.

E The stream is buried.A

E

D

C

B
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Workshop Summary

What are the major areas of interest?
Mission/Pius/18th/Gregory 
Park Entrance and Crossman and green space
18th Street Steps/Scrim/Bend Garden 
Triangle Garden (Josephine Street and 18th Street)
18th Street Railroad Trestle 
Mural Wall
St. Michael’s Cemetery

What makes 18th Street unique?
Varied materials have an eclectic feel 
Spectacular views
Major corridor into and through the slopes
Winding road
Dramatic slopes
Divides east and west

What do you want 18th Street to portray?
Diversity of the neighborhood
Clean, urban (hip)
You have arrived--“Ah-ha” moment
Common/consistent look with one or more elements
Reference to the history 

What do you like best?
History (Plank Road)
Fences
Walls
Green space
Views
Variety of houses (approaches, era’s materials)
Borders the park
Driving on the road

What do you like the least?
Litter 
Unkempt foliage
Billboards
General Disrepair (walks, railings, lights)

Utility Poles
Abandoned Homes 
Walks covered with silt
Speeding
Perception of no walks
Parked cars on walks
Deferred maintenance by businesses/home owners
Fences need to be painted.

Are there dangerous areas on 18th Street?
Between 18th Street and Trestle (hard area to cross)
Traffic congestion at Josephine and 18th Street
From Mission to Josephine (both sides)
Parked cars on walks
Josephine to 18th Street Steps- no walk
St. Patrick (hairpin turn) especially difficult during football 
season

Is the lighting sufficient on 18th Street?
Mission Street Bridge seems to be dark
Light is needed for park entrances (including steps)
Railroad trestle is dark 
High Pressure sodium lights make the area dark and dingy
The style of light pole and fixture is inconsistent 
Most people feel safe

What local businesses would help us support our 
goals and objectives?
Ultimate Body Shop (parked cars on sidewalk) 
Pardee’s Deli 
Lux Ornamental
Rich’s construction
Corner Café (local bar, “Cheers” for the neighborhood)
Hilltop Bakery
Made Shade
Johnos
St. Michael’s Cemetery
Southside Glass 
UUBU6

The community was given homework for their second 
meeting.  They were required to answer ten questions 
about the 18th Street corridor.  Their responses were 
summarized and prioritized during the meeting.  What 
we learned was:

• The community enjoys the energy that comes 
from variety and diversity.

• The history of the site was extremely important.

•   The perception of the neighborhood from the 
general disrepair of the street was bothersome.

• The perception of the street is that it is dark, even 
when it’s not.
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Focus Site Designation

Five focus sites filtered out of the discussion surround-
ing the community’s answers to the homework ques-
tions:

• The 18th Street Railroad Trestle

• The Josephine and 18th Street intersection

• The intersection of Mission and 18th Streets

• The 18th Street entrance to South Side Park  

• The mural wall at the southern bend of 18th 
Street.

Spread along the length of the study site, the five sites 
deal with issues such as safety and beautification along 
with the introduction of art, landscape and light into the 
corridor.  With the exception of the 18th Street Railroad 
Trestle, two schemes were produced for each of the 
sites:

• “Simple and Elegant” (Scheme 1)

• “Contemporary and Hip” (Scheme 2)

As part of the design process, several general recom-
mendations were made for the site as a whole that 
would tie the five focus sites together and would apply 
no matter what scheme was chosen.  These general 
recommendations were for:  

• Projects that have already been started

• Landscape

• Lighting

• Fencing

• Walls
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Focus Site Recommendations - Railroad Trestle

The railroad trestle at the base of 18th street is an op-
portunity for a very simple lighting treatment.  Cued by 
the materials of the trestle itself,  a sheet of Cor-ten or 
stainless steel can easily be punctured and mounted 
to the underside of the track.  When lit from behind, 
the underpass is transformed into a “starry night”, and 
what was a dark, damp underpass becomes a work of 
art.
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ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY. UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
DIVISION 2: Site Construction
2200 Site Preparation

Metal preparation 1,280 sf $2.50 $3,200.00
Graffiti removal 1,280 lf $8.25 $10,560.00
SUB TOTAL $13,760.00

DIVISION 10: Specialties
signage 1 sf $5,000.00 $5,000.00
SUB TOTAL $5,000.00

DIVISION 16: Electric
Back lighting 80 ea $1,000.00 $80,000.00
electric service / conduit & sleeve 400 lf $13.25 $5,300.00
SUB TOTAL $85,300.00

SUB TOTAL (all divisions & items) $104,060.00

Contingency (10%) $10,406.00

TOTAL $114,466.00

Focus Site Recommendations - Railroad Trestle (Cost Estimate)

Existing railroad trestle
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Josephine and 18th St. Intersection - Scheme 1

The intersection of Josephine and 18th Streets is cur-
rently a hazard for both vehicles and pedestrians.  The 
width of the street  and the need to cross over a wider 
lane of traffic, creates a difficult turn for vehicles com-
ing onto 18th from Josephine.

The lack of an obvious directional route (even if only in 
the form of crosswalks) makes it difficult for pedestri-
ans to cross Josephine.  Cars often pull haphazardly 
into the intersection, so there is an unsafe mix of unde-
fined pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

Schemes 1 and 2 for this focus site aim to simplify 
these patterns, and create clear travel routes for auto-
mobile and pedestrian traffic through the intersection.    
In scheme 1, 18th street is narrowed to the width of a 
two lane street.  This creates a larger plaza area allow-
ing for the addition of a bus shelter at the existing bus 
stop.  The addition of a smaller island towards the flats 
creates a “safe zone” for cars turning south onto 18th 
Street.  It also allows cars to pull forward out of the 
pedestrian crossing zone to proceed down to the flats.

The pylon sign (designed by Peter Kreuthmeier) pro-
vides a gateway to the slopes.  A simple planting 
palette of small flowering trees and groundcover help 
to obscure the structure of the existing billboard and 
creates a beautiful space at a more pedestrian scale.
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ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY. UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
DIVISION 2: Site Construction
2200 Site Preparation

remove bituminous paving 1,148 sf $2.50 $2,870.00
remove concrete/granite curb 65 lf $8.25 $536.25
remove concrete paving 108 sy $7.40 $799.20
remove ex. plantings 1 ls $1,000.00 $1,000.00
SUB TOTAL $5,205.45

2300 Earthwork
utility trench 29 lf $16.50 $478.50
aggregate 2 cy $35.00 $52.50
rough grading 615 sy $5.00 $3,075.00
SUB TOTAL $3,606.00

2900 Planting
small flowering trees 4" caliper 6 ea $960.00 $5,760.00
groundcover/ornamental grass 1,357 ea $14.25 $19,337.25
SUB TOTAL $25,097.25

DIVISION 4: Masonry
concrete curb 198 lf $110.00 $21,780.00
brushed concrete pavement 1,251 sf $27.00 $33,777.00
SUB TOTAL $55,557.00

DIVISION 10: Specialties
signage 1 ls $2,000.00 $2,000.00
SUB TOTAL $2,000.00

DIVISION 16: Electric
uplights for trees 6 ea $1,000.00 $6,000.00
electric service / conduit & sleeve 169 lf $13.25 $2,239.25
SUB TOTAL $8,239.25

SUB TOTAL (all divisions & items) $99,704.95

Contingency (10%) $9,970.50
General Conditions (4%) $3,988.20

TOTAL $113,663.64

Josephine and 18th St. Intersection - Scheme 1 (Cost Estimate)

View towards the flats and Josephine

Josephine St. intersection- existing conditions
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Josephine and 18th St. Intersection - Scheme 2

Similar to Scheme 1, 18th Street is narrowed in 
Scheme 2.  The intersection is marked as an intersec-
tion and raised to slow traffic as it approaches the 
area.  Travel routes for both cars and pedestrians are 
clearly marked.  A second island narrows Josephine 
Street to the width of one lane, and eliminates the 
need for cars to turn in front of on-coming traffic at an 
awkward point.  The pedestrian crossing point is also 
narrowed to the width of one lane.
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Josephine and 18th St. Intersection - Scheme 2 (Cost Estimate)

Mounded intersection- Elevation                

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY. UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
DIVISION 2: Site Construction
2200 Site Preparation

remove bituminous paving 3,519 sf $2.50 $8,797.50
remove concrete/granite curb 80 lf $8.25 $660.00
remove concrete paving 28 sy $3.50 $98.00
remove ex. plantings 1 ls $1,000.00 $1,000.00
SUB TOTAL $10,555.50

2300 Earthwork
utility trench 36 lf $16.50 $594.00
aggregate 1 cy $35.00 $35.00
rough grading 306 sy $5.00 $1,530.00
SUB TOTAL $2,159.00

2900 Planting
small flowering trees 21/2" caliper 15 ea $500.00 $7,500.00
groundcover/ornamental grass 1,958 ea $18.00 $35,244.00
SUB TOTAL $42,744.00

DIVISION 4: Masonry
concrete curb 502 lf $35.00 $17,570.00
brushed concrete pavement 1,279 sf $27.00 $34,533.00
SUB TOTAL $52,103.00

DIVISION 10: Specialties
signage 1 ls $5,000.00 $5,000.00
SUB TOTAL $5,000.00

DIVISION 16: Electric
uplights for trees 30 ea $1,000.00 $30,000.00
electric service / conduit & sleeve 240 lf $13.25 $3,180.00
SUB TOTAL $33,180.00

SUB TOTAL (all divisions & items) $145,741.50

Contingency (10%) $14,574.15
General Conditions (4%) $5,829.66

TOTAL $166,145.31
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Mission/Gregory/Pius and 18th Street Intersection - Scheme 1

The intersections of 18th, Pius, and Mission Streets 
have a complicated vehicular and pedestrian traffic 
pattern, as well as numerous utility poles, several types 
of fencing, a poorly maintained secondary entrance to 
South Side Park, and a steep site where a house was 
torn down.  UUBU6 Restaurant has already attempted 
to improve the look of their parking lot on the corner of 
Mission and 18th through the addition of new fencing, 
and small flowering trees.  

There is an entrance to South Side Park at this corner, 
hopefully someday there will be increased pedestrian 
traffic as local residents become more attached and at-
tracted to this jewel in their midst.  The entrance to the 
park should be repaired.  The handrails are currently in 
disrepair, and the stairs need to be redone.  While it is 
an entrance to the park, it doesn’t necessarily need a 
grander treatment, as it is a secondary gateway.

The addition of shade trees on the South Side Park 
side of the lot and additional small flowering trees along 
the sidewalk edge of the parking lot would have a large 
impact on the clean appearance of the neighborhood 
at this intersection.  The temporary  stockade fenc-
ing on the northern side of Mission Street is replaced 
with public style fencing which helps unify the material 
palette.

In scheme one, a retaining wall constructed of materi-
als reminiscent of existing walls on the corridor pro-
vides an opportunity for art or welcome signage at the 
corner of Pius and 18th Street.  The removal of the ex-
isting steps makes the site inaccessible, and a simple 
groundcover treatment is implemented to improve the 
view for the neighbors.

The intersection of Mission and 18th is raised to slow 
traffic and to create a more pedestrian friendly cross-
ing.  

GROUNDCOVER

SANDSTONE
WALL

U6U6UUBU6U U66666666UU
PARKINGRP GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

INTERSECTION WITH
DISTINCT PAVING TREATMENT

AND SPEED HUMP

NEW 
FENCING

SHADE
TREES

FLOWERING
TREES

EXISTING STAIRS

EXISTING
FENCE
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Mission/Gregory/Pius and 18th Street Intersection - Scheme 1 (Cost Estimate)

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY. UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
DIVISION 2: Site Construction
2200 Site Preparation
2300 Earthwork

rough grading 474 sy $5.00 $2,370.00
SUB TOTAL $2,370.00

2900 Planting
groundcover/ornamental grass 1,920 ea $14.25 $27,360.00
SUB TOTAL $27,360.00

DIVISION 4: Masonry
need price sandstone wall 192 lf $0.00 $0.00

SUB TOTAL $0.00
DIVISION 10: Specialties

signage 1 ls $5,000.00 $5,000.00
SUB TOTAL $5,000.00

DIVISION 16: Electric
uplights for trees 10 ea $1,000.00 $10,000.00
electric service / conduit & sleeve 142 lf $13.25 $1,881.50
SUB TOTAL $11,881.50

SUB TOTAL (all divisions & items) $46,611.50

Contingency (10%) $4,661.15
General Conditions (4%) $1,864.46

TOTAL $53,137.11

Mission Street and 18th Street

Site where home has been demolished
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Mission/Gregory/Pius and 18th Street Intersection - Scheme 2

Similar to Scheme 1, the intersection of Mission and 
18th Street should be, if nothing else, marked clearly 
for pedestrian traffic.  

Instead of filling in the corner of Pius and 18th, Scheme 
2 proposes the creation of a small plaza, or parklet.  
The construction of a series of retaining walls allows 
for the incorporation of light or art on the wall.  The 
addition of benches would create a pleasant place for 
community gatherings or perhaps simply a waiting area 
for UUBU6.

A simple palate of small flowering trees and ground-
cover allows for simple maintenance yet creates a 
beautiful, organic space.

Long term goals to remove visual clutter for either 
scheme may include relocating overhead utilities un-
derground or relocating the overhead lines to one side 
of the road or behind the buildings on the east side. In 
addition, the local utility companies should be con-
tacted to remove unused lines, and the pole should be 
painted.  

CONCRETE PAVING

SHRUBS

TERRACE WALL

FLOWERING TREES 
WITH GROUNDCOVER

EXISTING STAIRS

EXISTING FENCE
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ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY. UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
DIVISION 2: Site Construction
2200 Site Preparation

remove concrete paving 73 sy $5.00 $365.00
hillside demolition 2,750 cy $20.00 $55,000.00
SUB TOTAL $55,365.00

2300 Earthwork
rough grading 281 sy $5.00 $1,405.00
SUB TOTAL $1,405.00

2900 Planting
small flowering trees 2 1/2" caliper 7 ea $500.00 $3,500.00
groundcover/ornamental grass (1' O.C) 875 ea $18.00 $15,750.00
SUB TOTAL $19,250.00

DIVISION 4: Masonry
masonry wall 3,450 sf $125.00 $431,250.00
brushed concrete pavement 73 sy $55.00 $4,015.00
exposed aggregate (plaza) 290 sy $79.00 $22,910.00
SUB TOTAL $458,175.00

DIVISION 10: Specialties
signage 1 ls $5,000.00 $5,000.00
SUB TOTAL $5,000.00

DIVISION 16: Electric
uplights for trees 7 ea $1,000.00 $7,000.00
electric service / conduit & sleeve 145 lf $13.25 $1,921.25
SUB TOTAL $8,921.25

SUB TOTAL (all divisions & items) $548,116.25

Contingency (10%) $54,811.63
General Conditions (4%) $21,924.65

TOTAL $624,852.53

Mission/Gregory/Pius and 18th Street Intersection - Scheme 2 (Cost Estimate)

UUBU6 parking lot and dumpster

Entrance to South Side Park
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18th Street Entrance to South Side Park - Scheme 1

South Side Park is currently a neglected gem sitting in 
the middle of Pittsburgh’s South Side Slopes.  Large 
enough to be considered a major park in Pittsburgh 
(perhaps Pittsburgh’s fifth park?). It has been largely 
forgotten and neglected.  

By marking this major entrance on 18th Street and cre-
ating an inviting plaza space, the park’s existence will 
be strongly announced on the corridor.  This entrance’s 
centralized location on the park allows it to be the 
central node that joins the several different activities 
that currently occur in the park. It is also the perfect 
entrance to an expanded series of trails through the 
wooded area of the park.

Using a material palette that connects the park to the 
other major Pittsburgh parks, this scheme builds upon 
existing sites throughout the rest of the city.

ACCESS TO 
TRAILS

ACCESS TO THE 
FOOTBALL FIELD

EXISTING STAIRS TO
THE HOCKEY RINK

Existing Conditions of entrance

STREET 
TREE

EXISTING 
STONE PILLARS

SMALL FLOWERING 
TREES WITH
 PERENNIALS

STONE WALL

BENCHES

NEW WALK
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18th Street Entrance to South Side Park - Scheme 1 (Cost Estimate)

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY. UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
DIVISION 2: Site Construction
2200 Site Preparation

remove concrete paving 302 sy $5.00 $1,510.00
remove ex. plantings 1 ls $1,000.00 $1,000.00
SUB TOTAL $2,510.00

2300 Earthwork
rough grading 760 sy $5.00 $3,800.00
SUB TOTAL $3,800.00

2900 Planting
small flowering trees 2 1/2" caliper 8 ea $500.00 $4,000.00
street trees 3 1/2" caliper 23 ea $700.00 $16,100.00
large shade trees 3 1/2" caliper 4 ea $960.00 $3,840.00
groundcover/ornamental grass 468 ea $18.00 $8,424.00
SUB TOTAL $32,364.00

DIVISION 4: Masonry
exposed aggregate 4,408 sf $9.00 $39,672.00
brushed concrete pavement 4,169 sf $7.50 $31,267.50
SUB TOTAL $70,939.50

DIVISION 10: Specialties
benches 4 ea $1,200.00 $4,800.00
stone piers to match exisitng 6 ea $1,500.00 $9,000.00
stone wall to match exisiting (169 l.f.) 376 lf $250.00 $94,000.00
steps 1 ls $10,000.00 $10,000.00
signage 1 ls $2,000.00 $2,000.00
SUB TOTAL $119,800.00

DIVISION 16: Electric
uplights for trees 20 ea $1,000.00 $20,000.00
electric service / conduit & sleeve 350 lf $13.25 $4,637.50
SUB TOTAL $24,637.50

SUB TOTAL (all divisions & items) $254,051.00

Contingency (10%) $25,405.10
General Conditions (4%) $10,162.04

TOTAL $289,618.14
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18th Street Entrance to South Side Parks - Scheme 2

Conceptually similar to Scheme 1, the second scheme 
has a more contemporary feel.  A central plaza (that 
is also the entrance to the trail system serves as a 
community seating area with an opportunity for picnic 
tables, benches, and loose tables and chairs.  Located 
within visual range of the entrance, the space can eas-
ily be monitored by the surrounding community.

Existing piers to remain

/COMMUNITY GATHERING
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18th street Entrance to South Side Parks - Scheme 2 (Cost Estimate)

ITEM DESCRIPTION QTY. UNIT UNIT COST TOTAL COST
DIVISION 2: Site Construction
2200 Site Preparation

remove concrete paving 563 sy $7.40 $4,166.20
remove ex. plantings 1 ls $1,000.00 $1,000.00
SUB TOTAL $5,166.20

2300 Earthwork
rough grading 2,992 sy $5.00 $14,960.00
SUB TOTAL $14,960.00

2900 Planting
shrubs 76 ea $75.00 $5,700.00
street trees 31 ea $700.00 $21,700.00
SUB TOTAL $27,400.00

DIVISION 4: Masonry
exposed aggregate (plaza surface) 519 sy $79.00 $41,001.00
brushed concrete pavement 977 sy $55.00 $53,735.00
SUB TOTAL $94,736.00

DIVISION 10: Specialties
benches 5 ea $1,200.00 $6,000.00
signage 1 ls $2,000.00 $2,000.00
SUB TOTAL $8,000.00

DIVISION 16: Electric
uplights for trees 18 ea $1,000.00 $18,000.00
electric service / conduit & sleeve 532 lf $13.25 $7,049.00
SUB TOTAL $25,049.00

SUB TOTAL (all divisions & items) $175,311.20

Contingency (10%) $17,531.12
General Conditions (4%) $7,012.45

TOTAL $199,854.77
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Focus Site Recommendations - Mural Wall - Scheme 1

The current state of the “mural wall” is questionable.  It 
is starting to crumble, and appears to be suffering from 
substantial water damage.  Instead of repairing the 
wall, it will most likely need to be replaced.  Therefore, 
removal of the artwork would be necessary.  The artist 
Rick Bach would have to be notified prior to removal of 
his mural.

Influenced by the materials that lead into the corridor, 
Scheme 1 proposes rebuilding the wall of local sand-
stone.  The wall can either be left as block and allowed 
to weather, or can be used as a backdrop for art com-
missioned specifically for the site.

Current state of mural wall
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Focus Site Recommendations - Mural Wall (Scheme 2)

There are numerous artists that have created individual 
pieces for similar situations throughout the region.  A 
concrete wall is a perfect backdrop for various media, 
such as this wrought iron scroll created by John Walter 
of Iron Eden, or building piece and facade that regis-
ters the wind, by Ned Kahn.

Ned Kahn Iron Eden (John Walter)
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Overall Recommendations - Projects Already Started

Scheme 1

Building off projects already started by the South 
Side Slopes Neighborhood Association (such as the 
18th Street Gateway Scrim),  Scheme 1 uses historic 
photographs translated onto either fabric, steel or 
another suitable material.  These pieces can be up lit 
or backlit to introduce art, light, and history into the 
corridor.   

18th Street Gateway Scrim
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Overall Recommendations - Projects Already Started

Scheme �

Scheme 2 uses work designed by Peter Kreuthmeier, 
that is currently being installed on other sites in the 
slopes, to create a design language identifiable 
throughout the entire slopes community - not just 18th 
Street.  Historic maps are cut into steel pylons act as 
informational welcome signage marking passage into 
the neighborhood.

Pylons and wall art created by Peter Kreuthmeier (Loysen + Kreuthmeier Architects)
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Overall Recommendations - Landscaping

General Landscaping recommendations common 
to both schemes include a line of large shade trees, 
wherever possible, that run along the park side of 18th 
Street.  Smaller flowering trees would be planted as 
part of the focus site designs, and used to mark “hap-
penings” along the corridor.

Shade Trees Small flowering trees.
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Overall Recommendations - Landscaping
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Overall Recommendations - Lighting

Lighting can be incorporated through the site in many 
ways.  

• One of the more unique features to the South 
Side Slopes are its 68 sets of steps.  Perhaps 
these can be strategically lit in order to highlight 
their contribution to the character of the neigh-
borhood and transform them into art as well 
as improving safety at night making them more 
pedestrian friendly.

• Light can be incorporated into site furnishings, 
such as benches, or on walls, creating unique 
points of interest throughout the corridor.

• Streetlights can be installed that reflect either of 
the two design themes.

• The trees can be “moonlit”, allowing the newly 
planted trees to add to the use of lighting to knit 
the corridor together, as well as providing an ele-
ment of safety.

• Lighting does not need to be complicated.  A 
program to allow residents along the corridor to 
add, fix and/or replace outdoor lighting on their 
residences will effectively increase safety along 
the corridor.

Light incorporated into a bench

Artful treatment of steps.

Modern style street light
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City standard street light.

Tree “moonlighting”

Overall Recommendations - Lighting
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Overall Recommendations - Fences (Existing)

Mission Street Bridge fencing Public style fencing Private style fencing
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Overall Recommendations - Fences (Existing)

There are currently eight different types of fencing 
along the 18th Street corridor creating a sense of clut-
ter.  In order to simplify the visual divergence conveyed 
by the fencing and make the corridor seem more co-
hesive, it is proposed that most of the existing fencing 
be repaired, removed and/or replaced with one of three 
prototype fencing types.  By examining existing effec-
tive fencing and expanding upon their influence, the 
corridor will seem cleaner and more organized.

GUARDRAIL

BRIDGE IRONWORK

PRIVATE FENCING

PARK/PUBLIC FENCING
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Overall Recommendations - Walls

There are numerous walls along 18th Street that rise 
significantly above average pedestrian height.  Despite 
their varying ages, all of these towering walls are excel-
lent opportunities for artistic treatment.  Improvements 
can be as simple as underlining the wall with colored 
light transforming a rough, structural wall into a work 
of art.  A texture change can also completely alter the 
aesthetic of a wall, and they are a great opportunity for 
the neighborhood to commission art specifically for the 
community.
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Hess America Vedia light

Steve Martino

Topher Delaney
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